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Theresa May’s draft Brexit Withdrawl Agreement is uniting the country –
AGAINST the deal.

Over two years on from the EU referendum, the PM’s draft deal would leave our
country weaker, poorer, threaten jobs, threaten young peoples’ futures and give
away control with no say in the EU rules we must follow. Nobody voted for this.

Leave voters will not get the Brexit they voted for - the Leave campaigns misled
voters - they cheated in the referendum and have been referred to the police. We will
not get the £350 million more a week for our NHS we were promised.

A no-deal Brexit would be hugely damaging. The best possible deal with the EU is the
one we already have as a member.

The Prime Minister has admitted that “no Brexit at all” is a possibility.

Opinion polls show 58% of people are now in favour of a People's Vote and 54% now
want to remain in the EU. We need a public vote to get us out of this mess.

The Liberal Democrats have been campaigning for this from the start. We are joined
by the People’s Vote and others, an increasing number of MPs and other parties and
over 700,000 people who marched in London in October. You can help:

 1. Display this poster prominently to show your support

 2. Write to your current MP at david.warburton.mp@parliament.uk or by letter to
David Warburton, House of Commons, London SW1A 0AA. David supported ‘Leave’
and has a ‘meaningful vote’ on the deal soon. Ask him to reject the Government’s
deal and demand a people’s vote with an option to remain.

 3. Contact me, Adam Boyden, and let’s work together:
email info@somertonandfromelibdems.org.uk

                      SomertonandFromeLD

                      @cllradamboyden

 4. Join our movement or become a supporter at www.libdems.org.uk

Together we can make this happen!

somertonandfromelibdems.org.uk


